Areas of uptake on positron emission tomography with 1-(2-[ 18 F]fluoro-1-[hydroxymethyl]ethoxy)methyl-2-nitroimidazole (FRP170 PET), a hypoxic cell radiotracer, can include regions retaining highly proliferative activity despite tissue hypoxia. The aim of this study was to clarify whether FRP170 image can detect densely populated hypoxic areas without proliferating potential in glioblastoma. We performed FRP170 PET scan and L-methyl-11 C-methionine (MET) PET scan in eight patients with non-treated glioblastoma. Standardized uptake values (SUVs) within tumor and apparent normal brain were measured on each FRP170 and MET image for all patients. To visualize actively proliferative areas on MET image we initially extracted pixels showing a ratio of SUV in tumor to SUV in normal brain (T/N) > 1.6. For FRP170 image, we changed the thresholds between minimum SUV and maximum SUV in tumor. Pixels showing SUV above each threshold were extracted and superimposed on previously extracted pixels from MET image. We estimated whether pixels extracted with MET and FRP170 were visually separated on superimposed image for each patient. When no threshold was established, uptake areas on MET image and FRP170 image overlapped widely on superimposed image in all patients. The higher threshold for FRP170 image diminished FRP170-extracted pixels, and shrunk overlapped areas on superimposed image. However, pixels extracted from FRP170 images could not be completely separated from pixels extracted from MET images in all patients, even with threshold raised to almost maximum SUV. The current findings suggest that uptake areas on FRP170 PET scan necessarily include proliferating areas in glioblastoma.
F]fluoro-1-[hydroxymethyl]ethoxy)methyl-2-nitroimidazole (FRP170 PET), a hypoxic cell radiotracer, can include regions retaining highly proliferative activity despite tissue hypoxia. The aim of this study was to clarify whether FRP170 image can detect densely populated hypoxic areas without proliferating potential in glioblastoma. We performed FRP170 PET scan and L-methyl- 11 C-methionine (MET) PET scan in eight patients with non-treated glioblastoma. Standardized uptake values (SUVs) within tumor and apparent normal brain were measured on each FRP170 and MET image for all patients. To visualize actively proliferative areas on MET image we initially extracted pixels showing a ratio of SUV in tumor to SUV in normal brain (T/N) > 1.6. For FRP170 image, we changed the thresholds between minimum SUV and maximum SUV in tumor. Pixels showing SUV above each threshold were extracted and superimposed on previously extracted pixels from MET image. We estimated whether pixels extracted with MET and FRP170 were visually separated on superimposed image for each patient. When no threshold was established, uptake areas on MET image and FRP170 image overlapped widely on superimposed image in all patients. The higher threshold for FRP170 image diminished FRP170-extracted pixels, and shrunk overlapped areas on superimposed image. However, pixels extracted from FRP170 images could not be completely separated from pixels extracted from MET images in all patients, even with threshold raised to almost maximum SUV. The current findings suggest that uptake areas on FRP170 PET scan necessarily include proliferating areas in glioblastoma.
Introduction
Although therapeutic technologies have been advancing rapidly, glioblastoma still shows the poorest prognosis of the malignant brain tumors. Most malignant tumors including glioblastoma retain a hypoxic condition offering a crucial means of determining the biological characteristics of the tumor. Indeed, malignant tumors take advantage of hypoxia to induce neovascularization, gene instability, and resistance to therapy. Visual assessment of hypoxia is thus worthwhile for diagnosis and treatment in patients with glioblastoma. Positron emission tomography (PET) using hypoxic cell tracers offers an attractive method for detecting hypoxic cells as a simple, minimally invasive, repeatable imaging modality not limited to superficial tumor [1] . Hypoxic cells in glioblastoma have been detected using PET with hypoxic cell tracers including [ [6] . When hypoxia is assessed within tumors on FRP170 PET imaging, the extent to which the hypoxic area retains proliferative activity offers an essential means for clarifying the biological characteristics of lesions. Theoretically, hypoxia is expected to correlate inversely with proliferative activity, since cell hypoxia within a tumor primarily causes excessive oxygen consumption due to cell proliferation [7] [8] . However, immunohistochemical studies using Ki-67 staining on specimens obtained from tracer-accumulating areas have revealed that areas of FRP170 and FMISO accumulation retain highly proliferative activity despite tissue hypoxia [9] [10] [11] . We hypothesized that regions of extremely high standardized uptake value (SUV) that comprise densely populated hy- 
Patients and Methods

Patients
All study protocols were approved by the ethics committee at our institute were enrolled in this study. To confirm the localization of tumor in each patient, MRI was performed using a 3.0-T MRI system (Discovery MR750; GE Healthcare Japan, Tokyo, Japan) under the following sequence parameters: echo time, 110 ms; repetition time, 11,000 ms; matrix, 448 × 224 for gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted imaging (Gd-T1WI). The location of the main tumor bulk was the frontal lobe in 4 patients, parietal lobe in 3 patients, and temporal lobe in 1 patient.
FRP170 PET and MET PET
FRP170 PET image and MET PET image were scanned on different days within the same week. FRP170 was synthesized using on-column alkaline hydrolysis per the methods described by Ishikawa et al. [12] . The final formulation for injection included normal saline containing 2.5% v/v ethanol using solid-phase ex- MET was prepared using the solid-phase 11 C-methylation method with The radiochemical purity of the produced MET was >99%. At 30 min after intravenous injection of MET with a dose of 325 -398 MBq (mean, 6.5 MBq/kg), PET scan was performed using the same equipment and procedures as those for FRP170 PET.
On scanned color images, regions of interest (ROIs) 6 mm in diameter were placed on the high uptake areas within the tumor and in apparently normal cerebral white matter of the contralateral side, in accordance with a previous report [14] . After inputting data of patient's body weight (g) and injected dose of tracer (MBq) into an analyzing software equipped in a PET/computed tomography system, the minimum SUV (SUVmin), maximum SUV (SUVmax), and average SUV (SUVavg) in the ROI within the tumor were automatically calculated for each scan of each patient. In apparently normal brain, SUVavg alone was measured as the absolute value. T/N ratio was calculated as a SUV value considered to represent tumor divided by SUVavg in normal brain.
Fusion Imaging with FRP170 and MET
Before assessments using fusion images superimposing FRP170 with MET, we roughly observed the distributions of uptake areas on color images of FRP170 scan and MET scan. We then assessed distributions of uptake for FRP170 and MET using extracted pixels on superimposed images. We extracted those pixels within the tumor on MET image that showed between the SUV at T/N ratio ≥1.6
and SUVmax. This threshold was based on previous reports that active glioma can be differentiated from areas such as normal tissue and radiation necrosis using a T/N cut-off of 1.5 -1.6 [14] [15] [16] . We then also extracted those pixels on FRP170 PET image that showed between the SUV at T/N ratios above vari- 
Results
We satisfactorily performed both PET scans with FRP170 and MET in all patients. On color mapping without any threshold, high uptake areas on FRP170
PET and MET PET seemed distributed at nearly the same regions. Table 1 For procedures of superimposed imaging, pixels showing T/N ratio more than 1.6 were extracted from MET-PET images (left line in Figure 2 for Case 3; left line in Figure 3 for Case 4). For FRP170 image, the threshold for the extraction of pixels was changed in increments of 0.1 from T/N at SUVmin to T/N at SUVmax in the tumor (right lines in Figure 2 , Figure 3 ). On fusion images superimposing pixels extracted from FRP170 image on those extracted from MET image (middle lines in Figure 2 , Figure 3) , fusion imaging at thresholds near the SUVmin showed that overlapping distributions between the two tracers certainly existed within the tumor in all patients (the top rows in Figure 2 , Figure 3) . The more the threshold was raised from T/N at SUVmin to that at SUVmax, the less Table 1 . All data for extraction of pixels from FRP170 PET and MET PET. the area of pixels extracted from FRP170 image overlapped in all patients (from the top rows to the lowest rows in Figure 2 , Figure 3 ). Pixels extracted from FRP170 image at a T/N ratio close to the SUVmax were extremely shrunken, but partially overlapped on the edge of pixel areas extracted from MET PET (the lowest rows in Figure 2 , Figure 3) . In that situation, however, these overlapping regions did not involve regions of high MET accumulation shown as reddish areas on MET image. Thus, pixels extracted from FRP170 PET at all thresholds could not avoid partial overlap with pixels extracted from MET PET in all patients.
Discussion
Cell hypoxia results from demand for and consumption of oxygen greatly exceeding the supply due to chaotic proliferation within the tumor. The relationship between hypoxia and proliferation was thus generally expected to be an inverse correlation. Indeed, an immunohistochemically locoregional observation demonstrated an inverse distribution of immunohistochemically stained cells between EF-5 as a hypoxia marker and Ki-67 as a proliferation marker [7] . Conversely, previous studies using immunohistochemical staining with Ki-67 have shown that hypoxic tissues with high accumulation of FRP170 or FMISO retained high proliferation in a rat model of glioma in vitro [11] , and glioblastoma [9] and lung cancer [10] in vivo. In the present study, simple comparisons of uptake areas between FRP170 and MET showed similarly consistent regions within the tumor. Furthermore, pixels extracted using a T/N resulting in a threshold SUV above the SUVmin from FRP170 PET were depicted in the entire tumor. These findings indicated that no considerations of threshold for uptake of FRP170 will certainly contribute to the inclusion of proliferating areas within FRP170 uptake areas.
As mentioned above, some reports documented that tissues obtained from high-uptake areas on PET image with the hypoxic radiotracer can include regions retaining proliferative activity. In those reports, however, uptake areas on hypoxia markers is needed. These issues should be clarified in future studies.
Conclusion
To clarify whether FRP170 image can detect densely populated hypoxic areas without proliferating potential in glioblastoma, we assessed distribution of pixels accumulating with FRP170 and MET on superimposing of both tracer images in eight patients. As a result, pixels with FRP170 could not be completely separated from pixels with MET in all patients, even pixels with FRP170 showing almost maximum SUV. The current study supported the possibility that high-uptake areas on FRP170 PET can retain proliferative activity.
